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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which Service Model provides the best environment for testing new software?
A. Platform as a Service (PaaS)
B. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
C. There is no difference
D. Software as a Service (SaaS)
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
When using Dell EMC Data Domain VTL Tape Out to Cloud, which status will the tape be
reported on the backup server once the tape is ready for long term retention?
A. Mountable
B. Non-mountable
C. Archived
D. Offsite
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Examine the structure and content of the MemberLocation table:
You want to have the field location returned in all letters (example: BERLIN).
Which query would you use?
A. SELECT UPPER (BINARY location) as location FROM MemberLocation
B. SELECT UPPER (Location) as location FROM MemberLocation
C. SELECT UPPER (location AS UPPER ) as location FROM Memberlocation
D. SELECT CONVERT (Location AS UPPER ) as location FROM memberlocation
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:

https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.0/en/string-functions.html#function_upper
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